Module 7

Crafting Your Container

Crafting Your Container
Sacred Space
What is Sacred Space?
Is sacred space only the space you use for ritual?
Why would you create sacred space in other places in your
home?
Why do we create Sacred Space?
• Remove all negativity from area
• Bless the space
• Make it sacred / claim it as holy
• Put the practitioner(s) in the ritual mindset
Four Ways to Create Sacred Space
• Smudging
• Asperging Using Holy Water
• Sweeping
• Music

Sacred Space: Smudging
• We smudge usually using a bundle of sage or other cleansing herb
• Many different herbs are cleansing and can be burned atop charcoal
• Rosemary
• Cinnamon
• Myrrh
• Frankincense
• Cypress
• Sandalwood
• Patchouli
• Take a bundle of sage and light the end until it starts to gently smoke
• Walk around the perimeter and rest of the area, wafting the smoke around, some use a
feather to aid
• Sage is a purifying herb and the smoke eradicates the negative energy

Sacred Space: Asperging
Asperging is the process of sprinkling holy water on a person or object

Sacred Space: Asperging
What IS holy water, anyway? How can we make it?
• Set water out under the full moon
• Add salt to any water to create holy water
• Say a blessing or chant over water to make it holy
• Some say that all water is sacred and holy, no need for a blessing
• Some simply use pure spring water, or river water
• Use rainwater
• Use a complex recipe (most include rosewater and salt)
• Add rainwater to purified water, add salt
How do we do the actual asperging?
• Bless the bottle/vial of holy water
• Pour into bowl
• Use branches to dip and sprinkle
• Sprinkle throughout area, especially the perimeter of the circle

Sacred Space: Sweeping with a Besom/Broom
• We sweep the negativity away, usually in a counter-clockwise
direction
• Sometimes we use a chant to enhance the sweeping, such as:
As I sweep from left to right,
I call upon the Witches might,
Negativity from this circle flee,
As I will so mote it be."

Sacred Space: Other Ways to Create Our Space
• Ringing bells
• Chanting- one syllable chant held for a long time works great for
cleansing space
• Any loud noise-making (good for scaring away ghosties and such)
• Drumming and other percussion
• Simple visualization
• Clapping, first slow, then quickly (also a good way to raise energydepends on your intent and visualization)

Which of these techniques is something that you feel you could use for your
rituals?

Grounding and Centering
Review
• We ground in order to connect ourselves with the Earth and Her
energy
• Once connected, we can draw power up or release it into the earth
• Centering is gathering your power and your focus

Casting a Circle
Why would we cast a circle?
• We cast the circle for a several reasons.
• We cast it to keep unwanted energies out; to create a safe space for our workings. We also cast
it to keep OUR energy in. This is especially important when doing high energy workings, where it
is imperative that the energy is released all at once.
How would we cast a circle?
• There are uncountable ways to cast a circle. You may physically walk around the circle, or you
may have a specific chant. You can also cast a circle simply by using visualization. No matter how
you cast it, its important to visualize the circle as its cast.
What is the circle?
• The circle is the area in which we do most of our rituals
• It establishes a boundary where we can find ourselves “between the worlds”
• “As above so below”- our circle is more like a sphere than an actual circle
• We create the circle to keep bad energies out, and the good energy in
• Another reason that we cast the circle is to keep our energy in until we release it
• The circle is made of energy that acts as a boundary, so if you need to leave the circle, a door
will need to be cut and sealed behind you
• You don’t want to disrupt the energy field that we create
• Once the circle is opened at the end of the ritual, the energies in the space will mingle again
We can create a circle in many different ways:
• Visualization of the circle
• With athame/wand/finger
• Chanting
• Dancing
• Hand-to-hand
** At the end of the ritual, we open the circle **
Opening the Circle
• When we open the circle, we dissolve the energy in a way where we can either send it out into
the universe to be recycled, send it into the ground to be recycled, or pull it back into a tool, or
ourself.
• We usually open the circle by reversing our casting process, going counter clockwise.

Writing a Circle Casting
What does a solid circle casting include?
• A statement of what is being done, ex: "I cast this circle"
• For what purpose is it being cast, ex "to constrain all raised energy herein" or "create a
boundary between the worlds"
• Acknowledgement of intent signifier, "so mote it be, blessed be"
• You want to make sure that it is long enough so that it will take up the time that you are
physically creating the circle
Examples of circle castings
“I ask that the God and Goddess bless this circle So that I may be free and protected within this
space So mote it be” [http://wiccanspells.info/wiccan-pagan-articles/casting-a-circle-protection/]
Black spirits and white,
Red spirits and grey,
Come ye, come ye, come ye that may.
Throughout and about, around and around,
The circle drawn, the circle bound.
Black spirits and white,
Red spirits and grey,
Come ye, come ye, come ye that may.
around and around, throughout and about
The good stay in and the bad stay out.
I conjure thee, O Circle of Power, that thou beest a meeting place of love and joy and truth; a
shield against all wickedness and evil; a boundary between men and the realms of the Mighty
Ones; a rampart and protection that shall preserve and contain the power that we shall raise
within thee. Wherefore do I bless thee and consecrate thee, in the names of Cernunnos and
Aradia.
I cast this circle to be a boundary between the worlds, between the seen and the unseen, the
physical and the spiritual, the material and the etherial, this world and the otherworld.
What do you feel is important to include in your circle casting?

YOUR circle casting:

Sealing (Consecrating) the Circle
Sealing the circle is not a step that everyone does, and sometimes people consider it part of
circle casting:
• Consecrate each of the elements (like we did with an object)
• Seal the perimeter of the circle with the elements
• We don’t unseal the circle
Example 1:
Blessed be, O element of water,
I cast from your depths all that is detrimental to the good of all who gather here,
And invoke the blessed light into this vessel.
[walk circle and says, “I seal this circle with the power of water, circle round, it will be bound”]
Blessed be, O creature of salt,
I cast from your crystals all that is negative and harmful to our work tonight.
Let all that is positive and good enter therein.
[walk circle and says, “I seal this circle with the power of earth, circle round, it will be bound”]
Blessed be, brightest flame,
I call upon your fiery center to burn away all evil that dares impose upon our circle,
That the light of the gods might enter.
[walk circle and says, “I seal this circle with the power of fire, circle round, it will be bound”]
Blessed be, O creature of air,
I cast out from your winds all that seeks to malign our circle; scatter them to the four directions.
Let all that is beneficial enter therein.
[walk circle and says, “I seal this circle with the power of air, circle round, it will be bound”]

Example 2:
Stand in front of your altar (North). Using your athame (or your fingers), take three mounds of salt
and place them in your glass. Stirring counter-clockwise, visualize all impurities leaving the mixture
and yourself.
When clear, stir clockwise and visualize powerful positive energy entering the mixture. Anoint your
forehead, throat, chest and feet with a drop or two of the salt water... imagine yourself cleansed.
Walk around the circle going counter-clockwise, and sprinkle salt water with your fingers, banishing
any negative energies.
Walk clockwise, sprinkling the salt water, invoking the blessings of those elements.(Earth and Water)
Walk clockwise around the circle with the incense and candle, invoking the blessings of those
elements.(Air and Fire)

Sealing (Consecrating) the Circle (con't)
Example 3:
Pick up the water pour it into the chalice, place the chalice on your altar Pentacle and say:
Mother Goddess Bless this Element of Water
Pick up the salt and say:
Mother Goddess, Bless this Element of Earth
Pour a little salt into the water, stir it 3 times clockwise (deosil) and say:
Earth Her Body, Water Her Blood
Hold Athame over the flame of the God Candle and say:
Father God, Bless this Element of Fire
Light the incense; hold Athame over incense and say:
Father God, Bless this element of Air
Air fans the Fires of transformation
Go to the Eastern quadrant of your Circle and with your Athame or wand or finger point and
circle deosil (clockwise) three times while envisioning white light coming out of your
athame/wand/ finger forming a protective barrier.
Go to the Eastern quadrant of your Circle and with the Salt and Water sprinkle it around the
Circle deosil three times.
Go to the Eastern quadrant of your Circle and with the lighted incense waft it around the Circle
deosil three times.
What makes a successful circle sealing?
Bless element (get rid of all negativity + fill with positivity), walk the circle

YOUR Circle Sealing:

Calling the Quarters
We can call the quarters for a few reasons
• Evoke elements
• Ask for protection
• Ask for aid from elements for other reason
We can call in a few different things
• Watchtowers/Guardians
• Elements
• Elementals
• Angels
Visualizing the Quarters
• We should visualize as we call (or listen for the call of) the quarters
• You can visualize with all of your senses. Feel the wind of Air, taste the salt of Water, sense
the heat of Fire, smell the soil of Earth
Examples 1:
Guardians of the East, Powers of Air; you who are thought and the wind upon my face. Winged
eagle of the skies who is the morning breeze and the wrath of storms, I call upon and invite your
presence to witness this rite.
Guardians of the South, Powers of Fire, you who are passion and the hearth. Great Snake who
lives within the coals of the home fires as well as wild fires, I call upon and invite your presence
to witness this rite.
Guardians of the West, Powers of Water, you who are emotions and pure love. Gentle Dolphin of
the waves who is the morning dew, and the torrential rains, I call upon and invite your presence
to witness this rite.
Guardians of the North, Powers of Earth, you who are the stabilizer and nurturer. Powerful
Buffalo who paws the ground and stands solid as the mountains, I call upon and invite your
presence to witness this rite.
Example 2:
Chant the quarters one by one
chant the quarters round
Chant the quarters one by one
and set the circle sound
Incense burn and spirits lift
Chant the quarters round
Air comes to guard the east
to set the circle sound

Calling the Quarters (cont.)
Flames ignite and spirits fly
Chant the Quarters round
Fire comes to guard the south
to set the circle sound
Moisture comes and spirits fill
Chant the quarters round
Water comes to guard the west
to set the circle sound
Life comes forth and spirits soar
Chant the quarters round
Earth comes to guard the north
to set the circle sound
.
Quarters called one by one
chant the quarters round
Circle raised as one, my friend
and sets the circle sound.
Example 3:
East
I call to you, O spirits of air
The gentle breeze that caresses the treetops
The quiet moment as the sun begins its silent ascent
The smoke spiraling from the incense
We honor you and welcome you into our circle.
South
I call to you, O spirits of fire
The energy that transforms as it consumes
The passion burning bright in our veins
The heat that forms from the flame of the candle
We honor you and welcome you into our circle.
West
I call to you, O spirits of water
The crashing waves upon the shore; the perfect cycle
The cleansing creative force that quenches our thirst
The reflective pool, shallow yet endlessly deep
We honor you and welcome you into our circle.

Calling the Quarters (cont.)
North
I call to you, O spirits of earth
The green trees standing tall against the sky
The force that keeps us on our feet each day
The earth that grounds us as we Work
We honor you and welcome you into our circle

What makes a successful quarter call?
Direction + Element + Reason

YOUR Quarter Calls:

Releasing the Quarters
Just as we call in the quarters / elements, we also release them.
Example 1:
Guardian of the North, element of Earth, thank you for being present in this circle. We thank you
for lending us your stability and strength. Hail and farewell!
Example 2:
(face North) I honor you, O spirits of earth
We give thanks to you for joining our circle.
Example 3:
From the lands of the Dragons of the North, you came to my Call and I thank you with all my
heart! As you return from whence you came, Great Dragon, I wish you farewell and safe journey
until we meet again. Hail and farewell!
What makes a successful quarter release?
Direction + Element + Gratitude + Dismissal
Should reflect your quarter call
YOUR Quarter Releases:

Evoking and Releasing the Gods
In/Evoking the Goddess - Review
• When we ask the Goddess to be present in our ritual, we are asking her to do us a favor, so it
must be clear that we praise and honor her
Thanking/Releasing the God/dess
• We’ve called the Goddess to our ritual, so we thank and release the Goddess.
• Its important to be clear that we are thanking and honoring Her, and let Her know that she is
welcome to leave our circle.
We don't want to be dismissive, but let Her know the ritual is over. - "go if you must, stay if you
will"

YOUR evocation from Module 4:

YOUR god/dess release:

